Promotion open to the first four hundred (400) 2023 Michigan Race for the Cure registrants who raise at least $200 through their personal Komen fundraising site between August 21, 2023 at 12:01am ET – September 4, 2023 at 11:59pm ET. VIP parking provides the only parking access on Belle Isle. All EXCLUSIVE VIP PARKING winners must have or obtain a Michigan Recreational Passport for vehicle access to Belle Isle state park prior to Michigan Race for the Cure Day on October 8, 2023, to take advantage of the VIP Parking space. See https://www.michigan.gov/dnr/buy-and-apply/rec-pp for information on how to obtain a Recreational Passport. Winners are responsible for the state fee of approximately $13 to obtain the passport. All participants that qualify for this EXCLUSIVE VIP PARKING will receive winning communication and further details from Komen. While supplies last. Promotion may end at any time. Void where prohibited.